PRESS RELEASE
New Real Tour Vision Partnership Useful for
Off-Line Distribution or Archiving of Virtual Tours
Traverse City, Michigan Mar 1, 2004 Real Tour Vision™ (RTV™), the world’s fastest growing
virtual tour business, has announced it has partnered with Realty-Disc™ to offer RTV Dealers
discount pricing and full-color customized labels on the duplication of standard CD-ROMs or
business card-size CD-ROM disks that RTV Dealers can use for distributing or archiving virtual
tours. “Disk copies of virtual tours are often given away at Open Houses, mailed to select sales
prospects or archived for emergency services reference,” said Jason LaVanture, Vice President
of Real Tour Vision. “Tours on disk can be viewed at any time wherever someone has access to
a computer with a CD-ROM drive. No Internet connection is needed.”
According to RTV, for a limited time, each Dealer will be able to order one low-cost introductory
package of 10 standard CD duplicates with customized color labels and free shipping. Normal
duplication packages will feature discounts when ordering 30, 60 or 100 disks. Larger quantities
are also available. RTV dealers can simply visit: www.realty-disc.com and place orders online.
Real Tour Vision, headquartered in Traverse City, Michigan, is still selling dealerships in selected
areas of the United States to produce virtual tours for Real Estate firms, Resorts, College,
Hospitals, and many other businesses or public places that benefit from providing an online, email or disk/CD-ROM tour of properties or facilities.
For more information, contact Real Tour Vision toll-free at 1-866-947-TOUR (8687), email:
info@realtourvision.com or visit their Web site: www.realtourvision.com.
###
ABOUT Real Tour Vision™
Real Tour Vision™ (RTV™) is leveraging the Internet with 360º Panoramic Virtual Tours that are
already in demand by Real Estate firms, Resorts, Colleges, Hospitals, and many other
businesses or public places that benefit from providing an online, e-mail or disk/CD-ROM tour of
properties or facilities. RTV Virtual Tours are distinguished by their high quality, speed of delivery
and many features (including audio). RTV Dealers buy a turnkey business complete with
proprietary software, comprehensive start-up kit and strong profit potential.
Real Tour Vision™ and RTV™ are trademarks of Real Tour Vision, Inc. based in Traverse City,
Michigan.
ABOUT Realty-Disc™
Realty-Disc is a trademarked brand of Quick-Disk, offering low-cost solutions for CD and DVD
duplication, printing and packaging. Quick-Disk is based in Aliso Viejo, California.
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